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LETTER FROM THE
PRESIDENT & CEO
We reflect on the past year
with deep gratitude for all that
God has done in and through
Tearfund, our partners and
his church across the world.
Though these times are filled
with uncertainty, conflict,
poverty, and environmental
degradation, they are also filled with followers of Jesus
willing to go with him where the need is greatest. We
have seen this first hand in places like Bangladesh
and Honduras. And we continue to be amazed at the
resiliency, ingenuity, and passion for justice we have
encountered all over the world.
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THIS YEAR WE HAVE MUCH TO BE GRATEFUL FOR AS A
START-UP ORGANIZATION:
• Sonia Patterson, Tearfund USA’s founding President
& CEO who secured incorporation and launched the
organization, served through November 2019.
• Jason Fileta continued to build strategic momentum,
leading through the rest of the year as Interim
President & CEO.
• We expanded our programmatic activities from two
to seven countries, and increased programmatic
spending from $492,692 in FY 2018-2019 to
$1,159,601 in FY 2019–2020.
• Amisho Baraka and John Davidson joined the Board
of Directors, expanding directorship from four to six.
• Additionally, Tearfund staff in the USA grew from
five to eight.
We are excited to advance upon the lessons and
experiences of this year. We fully believe our best
moments of walking alongside the church to overcome
poverty and injustice are to come!

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
We follow Jesus where the need is greatest, walking alongside the church to
overcome poverty and injustice, and inspiring solidarity, prayer, and action
for justice. Our vision is to see people freed from poverty and injustice, living
transformed lives in flourishing communities.
OVERVIEW
Tearfund USA is a Christian relief and development
organization. It is the newest member of the Tearfund
global family of organizations that has a 50+ year
history and is based in the UK. Over the last decade,
Tearfund engaged 150,000 churches across 50
countries benefiting over 40 million individuals through
church-led development and disaster response.

WE CATALYZE AND EQUIP JOURNEYS OF
TRANSFORMATION THROUGH:

Key focus areas across our work in CCT and for
advocacy in the USA are:

Displacement
& migration

Creation
care

and community-led mobilization for relief and
development in the majority world

MOBILIZING PRAYER AND ACTION CALLING
PEOPLE TO LIVE JUSTLY -- A call to action for
solidarity and direct engagement to challenge
and change the systems perpetuating poverty
and injustice

Gender
equality

HIGHLIGHTS
In its first full operating year (April 2019-March 2020),
we supported church and community-led relief and
development work in Bangladesh, Burkina Faso,
Democratic Republic of the Congo, Honduras, Lebanon,
South Sudan, and Tanzania.
• 45,711 people reached
• 652 churches mobilized
• 283 savings groups

CHURCH AND COMMUNIT Y TRANSFORMATION
(CCT) -- An open-ended approach to church-

Racial
justice

• 2,970 loans generated
• 1,273 farmers trained
• 7,718 trees planted

ORGANIZATION FACTS
• Tearfund USA was incorporated in May 2018.
• We relocated our home office from Reston, VA to
Denver, CO in December 2020.
• Emily Sarmiento became CEO in August 2020.
• As of December 2020, Tearfund USA has 11 staff
working remotely across the United States.

Join us in following Jesus where the need is greatest
by giving today at www.tearfundusa.org/donate
Published December 2020
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WHERE
WE WORK

In FY 2019-2020, we responded to poverty
and injustice in seven countries: Bangladesh,
Burkina Faso, Democratic Republic of Congo,
Honduras, Lebanon, South Sudan, and
Tanzania. We are part of a global Tearfund
family working to end poverty in over
50 countries.
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WHAT WE
ACCOMPLISHED
45,711 PEOPLE REACHED
652 CHURCHES MOBILIZED
283 SAVINGS GROUPS FORMED
2,970 LOANS GIVEN
1,273 FARMERS TRAINED
7,718 TREES PLANTED
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WHERE YOUR
DOLLAR GOES

WHO
WE ARE
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Administration

Amisho Baraka, Director

$0.11
$0.11
$0.78

Fundraising

Clive Mather, Chair
Emily Sarmiento,
President and CEO

Programs

Jeff Galley, Treasurer
John Davidson, Director
Laura Yoder, Secretary
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OUR MISSION
& VISION

OUR VISION
is for all people to experience restored
relationships that free them from poverty
and injustice, enabling them to live
transformed lives in healthy communities,
and reach their God-given potential.

At Tearfund, we follow Jesus where the
need is greatest, working alongside the
local church to overcome poverty and
injustice. We do this by responding to
disasters, challenging injustice, and helping

OUR MISSION
is to follow Jesus where the need is greatest.
We work alongside the church to overcome
poverty and injustice.

communities see their own potential to
overcome poverty.
Tearfund USA was founded in 2018 and is
one of the newest members of the Tearfund
family. We have seen the incredible power

In pursuit of our vision and mission
and alongside the local church we
seek restoration through caring

people and communities have to lift

for refugees and displaced people,

themselves out of poverty, and celebrate the

creation care and climate justice,

incredible work of 2019/2020.

seeking racial justice, and pursuing
gender equality
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CHURCH AND COMMUNITY
TRANSFORMATION
Program Summary
The Church and Community Transformation (CCT)
process has proven to be a powerful tool for
envisioning and equipping local churches to enable
transformation to take place. In this process, local
churches are envisioned towards integral mission,
which provides a holistic understanding of the
Church’s mission to its community and to those
living in poverty. The Church is not meant to be
insular but is called to go out into communities,
restoring brokenness and engaging with the needs of
individuals – physical, spiritual, emotional, economic,
environmental, and social. As well as being
envisioned, the Church is equipped in practical ways
to work with the local community, identifying needs
and mobilizing resources to bring about restoration
and transformation.
We worked in partnership with The Chalmers Center
to integrate CCT with their Restore: Savings Groups
(RSGs). From the start, up until the time of end of the
project in December 2019, a total of 20 Lead
Trainers were trained, who in turn trained 283 church
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facilitators. The facilitators went on to establish 283
RSGs in 173 local churches across 9 denominations.

These savings groups alongside of CCT training
have helped over 3,859 people with:
• Improved ability to cover household consumption
costs and meet household needs.
• Increased income, jobs, and improved livelihoods.
• Improved saving mentality, as well as
management, planning, and transparency of
household finances.
• Increased harmony in relationships (marital,
familial, group, church, and community).
• Increased tithes and commitment to attend
church activities.
• Increased personal confidence, motivation,
and empowerment.

SANKARA’S STORY
Sankara Habibou is a 23 year old young woman from Gourcy; this is a hot and arid
part of northern Burkina Faso. She is currently an intern at a local dressmaker
receiving some training but she has limited income to buy food for her, her
widowed mother, and five dependent sisters. She joined the Savings Group of the
Béthel AD Church in Gourcy. After making regular savings into the group she was
able to get a loan of 15,000 West African Francs. This has helped her pay rent and
buy food for her family. She said, “I give thanks to my church for all the support I
have received. I have also recently started volunteering as a children’s counselor
at my church.” Sankara has big dreams for the future; she hopes to open a sewing
workshop in Gourcy. She is planning to buy the equipment using a loan from the
Savings Group. Sankara said, “I pray that the savings group continues in the future
and grows. I would also like to get married very soon."
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CARING FOR REFUGEES AND
DISPLACED PEOPLE
Program Summary

There are over 70 million displaced people in
our world today. This is a crisis beyond anything
we have ever seen. It’s driven by many factors
-- conflict and wars, climate change, drought,
and natural disasters. Tearfund is responding to
urgent needs of displaced people, and this year we
focused on working with the Rohingya people in
Bangladesh, Syrian refugees living in Lebanon, and
former refugees returning home to South Sudan.
As we meet refugees’ physical needs, we also
restore psychosocial wellness. Many displaced
people are children, and many of them have
experienced trauma. Tearfund and our partners
seek to bring comfort and restoration to
communities facing conflict and crisis.

IN LEBANON,
Tearfund and our partners worked with 600 Syrian
refugee families to provide:
•

240 children with education and access to integrated
arts programming in visual art, music, and drama. This
programming helps refugee children reclaim childhood in a
difficult situation.

•

A dedicated team of health professionals (psychologist,
psychomotor therapist, speech therapist) to provide
counselling and therapy for students and other children from
the community.

•

Funds and support to meet immediate needs for food, shelter,
and healthcare needs.

IN SOUTH SUDAN,
IN BANGLADESH,
Tearfund and our partners provided:
•

Solar lights: The camps at night can be a maze of shelters and

•

Food items, farm inputs, and bicycles.

•

Training on farm management skills (early land preparation,

identical looking alleyways. Toilets can be located far away

crop spacing, seasonal trends, kitchen gardening, and

and it can be easy for people to get lost and put themselves in

seed storage).

dangerous situations. 2,325 families benefited from 40 solar
lights. Lighting will increase safety and reduce the risk
of accidents.
•

Tearfund partnered with the Diocese of Kajo Keji to
provide 1,000 returning refugees with:

•

and pest control.
•

Training in post-harvest handling practices.

them a safe space to learn life skills and play. This helps the

•

Training in nutrition.

children regain their childhoods, have a sense of belonging,

•

Peace discussions with community members

100 children access to child and adolescent centers, giving

and gives their parents time off to rest.
•

Psychosocial support for 300 people: Many refugees have

and leaders.
•

experienced significant traumas, but they have never had the
opportunity to process them. This support helps people’s
mental wellbeing as they integrate traumatic experiences.
•

Tree saplings for 2,000 households: By planting trees, families
reduce the risk of landslides and soil erosion and restore the
natural environment in the camps.
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Training of farmers on crop management
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Peace building workshops with political and military leaders
from different factions.

•

Training in trauma healing and capacity building workshops for
psychosocial support trainers.

•

Prayer and public lectures for peace.

LIGHT IN THE
DARKNESS:
MAKING THE ROHINGYA REFUGEE
CAMPS SAFER AT NIGHT
by Andrew Horton

Since 2017, as well as providing food, water, and
medical services, Tearfund and our partner
COAST Trust have installed 463 solar-powered
street lights in the camps. The lights charge
during the day and stay running all night long.

“This street solar light is like a blessing for us,” says Laila,
who also lives in the camps. “We were at risk in the night,
but now there is no problem at all.”
Sanjeev Bhanja leads Tearfund’s Disaster Response work
in Asia and has witnessed firsthand the benefits of this
new lighting: “I’ve seen it bring a sense of security among

STAYING HOME
An estimated 910,000 Rohingya people have arrived in
Bangladesh, seeking shelter in refugee camps after fleeing

women and children. Women in the camps say they use
the latrine in the evening without any fear. I’ve also seen
children playing freely around the neighbourhood in the
early evening hours.”

violence in Myanmar in August 2017. Three years on, the

The lights bring safety and a sense of freedom and healing.

camps are still a harsh place to live.

Many of the women and girls in the camp are recovering

Until the street lights were put up, most women and
adolescent girls couldn’t go out to use the toilet or washing
facilities during the night for fear of being attacked. With
poor visibility, it’s also dangerous to not be able to see
where you’re walking – some children and the elderly have

from trauma after being attacked when fleeing Myanmar.
Walking in darkness can add to the fear of being attacked
again, so having this lighting helps as they recover from the
physical, psychological and emotional effects of the terrible
experiences they’ve faced.

fallen into the storm drains.
“We couldn’t go out to bring the water at night,” a
woman called Jahura told our partner staff. “But after the
installation of the street solar light we can bring the
water safely.”
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CREATION CARE AND
CLIMATE JUSTICE
Program Summary

The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) is a country
endowed with abundant arable land, and an energetic
and youthful population. However, years of conflict
and poor governance have left it with a steep hill to
climb toward stability. Additionally, the DRC continues
to face numerous security challenges in the east of
the country where armed groups pose an ongoing
threat to security and development. Against this
backdrop, hunger is a daily concern, and growing
enough nutritious food is a challenge for most
families in Ituri Province.
Two-thirds of people in the DRC are engaged in
subsistence farming using traditional farming
methods. Families often have small plots of land
(averaging around 4 acres) on which they grow
vegetables, most of which will feed the family. When
they are able to grow plenty, they sell the excess at
market. With this income, the family is able to afford
to pay for any healthcare needs, send their
children to school, or buy additional food in order
to vary their diet.
Because of climate change growing food has become
more expensive and difficult. Tearfund and our
partner Action Entraide are working in Ituri Province
to teach a new method of farming called conservation
agriculture. Action Entraide believes that conservation
agriculture is the most simplified, sustainable, and
cost effective way to increase food production. This
method uses less land and labour, enriches the soil,
protects the environment by lowering the use of
chemical fertilisers, and preserves insects and wildlife.
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In this first year of the project, 273 farmers
received conservation agriculture training.
In addition to training, farmers received:
•

Cabbage, tomato, eggplant, amaranth, onion,
carrot, and squash seeds. They also received
agricultural tools such as hoes, watering cans and
sprayers.

•

5,718 orange, lemon, eucalyptus and fir trees.
Trees are incredibly beneficial for releasing
oxygen and absorbing carbon dioxide, reducing
soil erosion, catching rainwater, providing shade,
and are home to birds, animals, and insects. The
trees were planted by the groups in and around
their fields and villages.

27,302 people benefited from increased
access to food because of this project.
In addition to these programs that restore creation
and improve livelihoods we are also committed to
education and advocacy here in the United States.
We have worked to help Christians here in the United
States understand the relationship between climate
change and hunger, poverty, and the refugee crisis.

FATUMA’S STORY
“Although I thought I knew a lot about agriculture, these [conservation agriculture
training] sessions were extremely helpful,” said Fatuma, a farmer in Ituri Province. “I
learned new techniques; particularly how to protect my crops from diseases and insects.”
Fatuma and her mother can now cultivate their land all year round using the newly
obtained techniques. “This is a real revolution for me. I now produce enough to feed my
family and I can even sell the surplus,” Fatuma said.
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY
ASSETS

TOTAL

Cash and cash equivalents

$222,978

Prepaid expenses and other assets

$25,103

Equipment and website, net

$65,477

Total Assets

$313,558

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS		

TOTAL

LIABILITIES:

$36,259

Accounts Payable

$14,744

Accrued Expenses

$51,003

NET ASSETS WITHOUT
DONOR RESTRICTION:		
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Statement of Financial
Position March 31 2020

$212,555

Operating

$50,000

Board designated reserve

$262,555

Total Liablities and Net Assets

$313,558
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY

Statement of Activities
Year End March 31 2020

WITHOUT DONOR
RESTRICTIONS

WITH DONOR
RESTRICTIONS

TOTAL

Contributions

$869,132

$6,976

$896,108

Grant income

$245,568

$245,568

Other income
NET ASSETS RELEASED
FROM RESTRICTIONS:
Satisfaction of ministry
project restrictions

$13,616

$13,616

$119,976

($119,976)

Total Support and Revenue

$1,248,292

($93,000)

$1,155,292

WITHOUT DONOR
RESTRICTIONS

WITH DONOR
RESTRICTIONS

TOTAL

SUPPORT AND REVENUE

EXPENSES

$1,159,601

$1,159,601

$155,015

$155,015

$160,498

$160,498

Total Expenses

$1,475,114

$1,475,114

Change in Net Assets

($226,822)

($93,000)

($319,822)

Net Assets, Beginning of Year

$489,377

$93,000

$582,377

Net Assets, End of Year

$262,555

Program services
SUPPORTING ACTIVITIES:
General and administrative
Fundraising

$262,555
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